
From: Hugh Personal
To: Wrinn, Michael
Cc: White, Daphne
Subject: Rise Seasonal BBQ pop up
Date: Friday, May 19, 2023 12:12:57 PM

CAUTION: This email came from outside the Town network. Is it authentic? Don’t click until you are sure.

To whom it may concern,

We, Rise Doughnuts, is seeking the approval to host seasonal Barbecues on Friday’s. This will be limited to select Friday’s beginning in late spring and running through fall. We will use our mobile smoker (to be parked outside of Rise) to cook BBQ items such as Brisket, Pulled Pork and Spareribs. The smoker will be parked outside of Rise from early Friday morning until Friday
afternoon/early evening (approx until 4-6pm). We will utilize 2 of our own parking spots to operate said smoker. We will cook only with wood (no liquid propane or gas) and smoke/smell will be minimal, on par with the Stop and Shop parking lot where the smell from Craft 14 (who also cook with wood) is minimal. As well, all wood necessary to run the smoker will be stored in the
storage rack on said smoker (photo attached). This is more than ample storage and no additional wood will be stored anywhere else on site. All BBQ will be served/handled (sandwiches, platters, etc.) inside of Rise. All sales transactions will take place inside of Rise like all of our other transactions.

We believe that this is not only an opportunity for Rise to serve more of our customers what they have been asking for, but also an opportunity to give a hungry community another option as a special on Friday’s. We are committed to doing this, and everything we do, right. We will use the highest quality ingredients. We will treat them with care. We will serve our community with
kindness and we will hope to give Wilton some delicious Barbecue.

Thank you!
Hugh

Self contained wood storage

The two spots the smoker would occupy in pink…
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